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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
Along with continuous digital development and emergence of new concerns related to the retail and
services market, consumer rights and their protection require the adaptation and establishment of
effective legislation. The Member States of the European Union consistently implement measures at
the national level to safeguard the interests of their consumers. Simultaneously, since the 1970s the
European Union has been trying to adjust legislative framework so that they provide EU citizens with
the same high level of protection in the European market.
This document contains an in-depth analysis concerning the economic benefits (and costs)
of policy achievements in the area of better European Consumer Protection. The study was requested
by the European Parliament’s Committee on Internal Market and Consumer Protection (IMCO).
The aim of the commissioned study is to provide background information and advice on benefits for
the EU businesses and citizens by legislation established in the field of Internal Market and Consumer
Protection, as well as to reflect on priority measures and actions to be undertaken in this field. The study
examines the relevant assessments and attempts to determine how past achievements in the area of
the European consumer protection materialized and contributed to the achievement of EU objectives,
and what will be the contribution of current initiatives in the foreseeable future. Concrete legislative
acts are reviewed and the economic impact of specific policies is investigated.
According to the analysed impact assessments of individual regulations related to the European
Consumer Protection, the measures implemented by the EU had, in a substantial number of cases, a
positive economic impact. In individual cases, considerable negative effects emerge, yet their scale and
severity are inferior compared to the positive developments on the level of the economy.
The chart below presents selected effects that can be associated with the legal acts analysed in this
study related to consumer protection. It is by no means complete and should be understood only as a
way to give idea rough estimate of the level of possible gains induced by legislative actions in the field
of consumer protection.

Figure 1: Selected effects of EU acts related to consumer protection

Source: Own elaboration based on studies analysed in the report.
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To obtain the graph various available quantified impacts were converted into common scale best
understood as an impact on nominal 2017 GDP. It should also be emphasised that the numbers
presented on the chart do not depict all the effects/changes associated with regulations, but only those
directly related to improved consumer protection. The available evidence is frequently limited to
qualitative assessment, however a number of quantitative assessments of economic impacts are also
offered, especially regarding direct costs and benefits of introducing a regulation.
Quantitative estimates of effects on a general macroeconomic level such as a change in GDP,
employment or measures of consumer welfare are quite sporadic, many studies stop at stating that
such a positive impact should be expected. In most cases, such effects can be inferred from theory and
supplied evidence that given regulation works (or will work) on the microeconomic level. The relative
scarcity of quantitative evidence results from reasons such as difficulty in disentangling effects of
regulation, lack of data, effects being dispersed or difficulty in quantifying the impact of qualitative
changes. Finally, the inherent imperceptibility of some effect, especially preventive ones, is an obstacle
to proving a quantitative conclusion.
The basic economic theory behind the impacts of consumer protection measures on the economy
is provided to supplement the empirical evidence and substitute it where non-existent. It builds on the
conception of market failure as a primary source of actions (or lack of them) leading to consumer
detriment. A causal chain channelling exploitation of market failures to economic effects on various
levels is described as well as theoretical ways and means of severing those links.
According to analysed assessment studies, new regulations usually entail significant costs
of compliance on the part of producers and/or traders. They are usually judged to be manageable and
mostly one-off expenditures. On the other hand, in theory, they could expect some benefits
of regulations resulting from the increased market size or less erroneous regulatory environment, not
much support for that can be found, beyond the occasional statement. However, it is frequently
confirmed that traders/producers agree that regulation in question provides more level playing field
for law-abiding ones, fostering fair competition.
Although traders fail to notice an increased business opportunity, hints from consumer side effects
indicate that it may be actually true in many cases. Studies indicate two additional sources
of increased sales/purchases, one stemming from improved financial situation of consumers due to
regulation and the other being a result of better consumer confidence. A better financial situation is a
result of more competitive markets, lower prices/fees and mechanisms allowing some form of
consumer compensation for unlawful producer/seller actions. Also, the evidence is provided of
regulation-induced employment and therefore additional income. Improved financial standing
constitutes only part of improved consumer welfare. Another important and frequently mentioned
component (however completely unquantifiable one) was a wider choice of available goods or
services. New regulations usually don’t entail additional costs for consumers. It should be noted
however, that in numerous cases, additional producer/trader costs were shifted onto the consumer.
Regarding general macroeconomic effects, an increase in employment often results from improved
consumer protection. In the case of some laws, numbers that were provided probably might be
considered underestimation, as they often cover only jobs necessary for ensuring compliance and do
not include additional employment due to an increase of general economic activity. A higher gross
domestic product/output is frequently indicated as a result, yet few quantifications are available. In
cases that provided them, additional GDP was much bigger than the costs introduced by regulation.
Increased sales were also reported, both cross-border and within the Member States, again with few
quantifications.
PE 638.396
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Finally, another theme recurring in assessment studies are economic effects related to the
improvement of existing regulations. They are far from being a group consistent in nature and include
some or all of those already mentioned. Such effects have appeared or are expected due to improved
enforcement of existing laws, expanding them into new areas emerging as a result of product or market
development and technical progress and removing deficiencies that become obvious in the course of
implementation.
The SME sector seems to be beneficiary of the analysed regulations in most of the cases, with two
caveats. First, improvements to the sector position frequently are not designed outcomes of a
regulation per se but are rather a side effect of the regulation. A typical example are regulations
affecting online trade, dominated by small traders. Second, particular aspects of certain regulations are
expected to result in limited negative outcomes for the sector. However, those are usually understood
in relative terms, in comparison to larger firms.
Tables below present various aspects of observed or expected economic effects. As estimates of effects
are patchy, only ranges related to single regulation are presented in the first table and it is not possible
to provide cumulative estimates.

Table 1: Quantified economic effects - summary
Area

Economic effects

GDP and Most of the assessment studies envisage additional economic output. Available
employment estimates range from virtually 0.0% to close to 1.0% per year, usually around 0.1%.
Some additional employment is expected. In the case of few regulations having a
direct impact on jobs numbers range from 780 jobs to 201 thousand jobs, with low
thousands dominating. 1 One of the regulations is expected to lead to a loss of
between 1200 and 3000 jobs. 2
Sales and Industry-specific regulation is usually expected to provide additional sales/revenue
trade significant in comparison to the industry scale (for example revenue of coach
manufacturers of €139 ml, up to €12.6 bn of additional tourism revenues).3
Measures targeted at online activities were expected to provide additional online
purchases of the magnitude of several per cent each. Online cross-border sales was
expected to grow up to 14% in case of one of the regulations, however other results
were much more modest. 4
Consumers, Estimates of impact on prices, where included, clearly pointed at falling of up to 1%
prices as a result of a single regulation. Various measures of additional consumer
surplus/benefits were provided of up to €3 bn a year as a result of a single
regulation. 5
In one case growth of private consumption an increase of up to 0.23% was
indicated. 6
Source: Own elaboration based on the analyzed documents.

1

EC 2008c, p. 32.

2

EC 2008a.

3

EC 2008c, p. 33, 43.

4

EC 2015b, p. 29.
EC 2013c, p. 89-90.

5
6

EC 2015b, p. 29.
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Table 2: Economic effects in brief

7
8
9

Directive on consumer rights

Legislation
name

Directive on injunctions for the protection of
consumers' interests

Consumer Rights

Area

Direct Impact

Wider impact

Various one-off costs of compliance
for traders, significant persistent
cost related to the right of
withdrawal
Savings of €27.5 td per trader due to
reduced law diversity among MS 7
Benefits such as additional market
likely to be unnoticed by traders
Increased confidence in online
shopping (37% of consumers) 8

3% growth of online purchases observed
(2014-2017) can be partly attributed to the
CRD 9

Possible positive impact on GDP and
employment (any traders’ surplus
probable to be shifted on to consumer
improving the financial position and
leading to additional purchases)

Anecdotal, case level evidence of Positive
effects
stemming from
substantial monetary effects for preventing the under-application of
consumers
consumer related laws covered and
strengthening their positive impact
The expected reduction of litigation
costs both for consumers and The level playing field for law-abiding
traders
traders leading to more competition
The expected improvement in terms of
GDP, employment and sales due to
consumers’ perception of the fair
marketplace and more competition

Own calculation based on EC 2017h, p. 109.
EC 2017h, p. 106.
ibid., p. 120.
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Proposal of directives on certain aspects concerning
contracts for the supply of digital content and (…)

Legislation
name

A New Deal for Consumers

Better
enforcement
consumer rights

of

The Digital Single Gateway – the Digital Single Market
Strategy

Area

10

EC 2015b, p. 27.

11

Ibid., p. 27.

12

Ibid., p. 27.
Ibid., p. 27.

13
14

Ibid., p. 29.

15

Ibid, p. 29.

16

Ibid, p. 29.
Ibid, p. 29.

17
18

Direct Impact

Wider impact

One-off adoption costs totalling
€9.05 for companies selling goods
online
Benefit of up to €243,000 per any
new exporter 10
Benefit of up to €9,000 per existing
exporter 11
Costs borne mostly by SMEs

Increase of businesses selling online crossborder by 12% or 122,000 businesses 12
Increase of intra EU online exports in
nominal terms by an average 0.04% 13
Competition from cross-border trade
exerting pressure on domestic markets,
leading to better quality, innovation and
reduced prices
Increase of number of consumers buying
online by up to 13.5% 14
Increase of online cross-border sales byup
to 14% 15
Fall of consumer prices by up to 0.25% 16
Private consumption raise by up to
0.23% 17
GDP permanently increase in real terms by
0.03% or about €24 bn in 10 years 18

Improved consumer welfare due to Level playing field for law abiding traders
costs of infringements being shifted leading to more competition
on to infringers and lower costs of
obtaining redress for consumers
More innovation and investment resulting
from more competitive marketplace
Positive impact on vulnerable
consumers (disabled, elderly people Additional consumer spending, better
or people with a migrant allocation of resources, greater economic
background)
efficiency, increased innovation and lower
prices
Limited one-off costs for traders

Ibid., p. 30.
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Regulation concerning the Regulation concerning the rights of
rights of passengers when passengers in bus and coach transport
travelling by sea (…)

Legislation
name

Directive on the comparability of fees related to
payment accounts, payment account switching (...)

Financial markets

Transport

Area

19

EC 2008c, p. 33, 43.

20

Ibid, p. 33, 43.

21

Ibid, p. 33, 43.
Ibid, p. 32.

22
23

Direct Impact

Wider impact

Costs for carriers up to 2.7% of
industry revenue and 0.5% increase
in revenue due to additional travel
(a net loss of 2.2%) 19
Particular
importance
for
disadvantaged passengers: by
improving conditions of the
services, the regulation can be
expected to help (re)integrate them
into a wider society
Limitation of possible positive
impact due to various exclusions

Expected additional revenue of coach
manufacturers equal to €139 ml,
increased employment of 780 FTEs. 20
Potential impact on accessible coach
tourism: up to €12.6 bn of additional
tourism revenues and 141 thousand of
additional tourist jobs 21
Improved allocation of resources,
particularly
labour,
additional
employment and consumer welfare gains
due to better inclusion of disadvantaged
passengers
More frequent use of collective
transportation modes
Limited effects due to scale and the facts
that consumers will ultimately bear
additional costs
Major economic impacts in the long term
stems from opportunities uncovered by
new standards in the form of lesser
uncertainty of customers resulting with a
higher willingness to travel and better
travel conditions

Limited additional costs for the
industry expected to be shifted on
to consumers
Marginal additional revenue for
tourism industry but significant for
maritime travel industry (because of
its tiny scale)
Additional employments on ships,
in ports and in tourism estimated at
up to 201 thousand FTEs 22
The total benefits of access to basic
payments account were estimated
at up to €3 bn, mostly accruing to
consumers 23

A wide range of economic effect was
expected, however not quantified
Generally improved welfare of consumers
Better access to financial services would
lead to various economic and social gains
Additional costs covered by credit such as increased level of security, an
institutions, however in the long increased choice of goods and services,
the possibility to access employment and
term shifted on to consumers
accommodation more easily, and a
reduced sense of financial, economic and
social exclusion
A positive effect on consumer confidence
leading to increased demand for payment
accounts and encouraging consumer
mobility was expected, resulting in
additional consumption and sales
Amplification of numerous economic
effects related to digital space should be
expected

EC 2013c, p. 89-90.
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Legislation
name

Directive on the safety of toys
Mortgage credit directive

Other

Product Safety and Market
Surveillance

Directive on markets in financial instruments

Area

24

EC 2011a, p. 4.

25

EC 2008a.
EC 2011b, p. 53.

26
27

Direct Impact

Wider impact

One-off costs of adoption between
€512 and €732 ml were expected
and ongoing costs of between €312
and €586 ml (0.10% to 0.15% and
0.06% to 0.12% of the banking
sector
operating
spending
24
respectively)

Increased economic activity related to
compliance, limited to some sectors, such
as consulting, legal advice and IT
Long term gains for consumers via other
stakeholders: pension funds and
investment funds having access to more
effective and transparent financial
markets (and facing more requirements
regarding transparency themselves);
lower investment costs should directly
benefit their participants, affecting long
term returns on investment (especially
important
development regarding
pension savings, providing benefits for
potentially vulnerable part of society and
taking into account extremely long time
of pension investments)
Providing level playing field for market
participants, thus inducing innovation,
development and investment
Positive impact on sales online and ondistance and in other cases related to sale
modes offering a limited possibility of
personal inspection of toy characteristic

Limited direct impact on consumers

Mixed evidence: possibility of
increased cost making the EU toy
industry less competitive vs
opportunity leading to market
growth, due to discouragement of
low quality toys imports
Lower costs of health care for
consumers and states
Possible loss of between 1200 and
3000 jobs due to rules on
chemicals25
Improved consumer confidence
leading to additional credit,
reduction of credit due to
preventing unsuitable product, net
effect likely positive
Additional costs to lenders in range
of €381-€619 ml. (one-off) and €266€325 ml. (recurring) 26
Gains of consumers and society of
€1,272 and €1,931 ml. 27
Reduction of credit access for some
groups of borrowers, migration to
unofficial lenders

A lack of proper consumer protection
allows irresponsible behaviour with
consequences not only for parties
involved but also for a financial system
and economy. Possible effects of such
conflagration are enormous. Even if the
directive only limits chances of tem
emerging, its contribution to that field
should be judged to be the major
economic benefit of introduction.

Ibid., p. 53.
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Legislation
name

RAPEX

Area

Direct Impact

Wider impact

Reduction of costs for national
market surveillance authorities and
for EU
Improved effectiveness in tracking
down unsafe products – improved
consumer safety

Positive effects resulting from reporting
and monitoring of dangerous products
Effective and rapid exchange of
information between Member States and
the Commission

Source: Own elaboration based on the analyzed documents. For details see related subchapters.

The introduction of the proposed legislative solutions would contribute to significant savings, such as
for instance the Single Digital Gateway regulation generating €4 ml. savings per Member State and
€11.1 – 55.1 billion saved by businesses. 28 This example indicates that generally better protection of
consumer rights has significant future economic potential, however due to the fact that currently
available sources are not sufficient, it is difficult to estimate specific data showing the potential future
impact concerning consumers protection.
The final chapter offers recommendations that will allow for a more robust empirical analysis of
economic effects of consumer policy intervention in the future, such as aggregated financial effects or
qualitative information about expected impact on prices. .
The most important recommendations address the following topics:
● rethinking concepts and definitions of ‘consumer’ and ‘market’ in response to economic and
technological developments such as the emergence of prosumers, sharing economy, gig
economy, and blockchain;
● attention to the digital economy in areas such as unpaid services, under-regulated digital
players moving into new fields or issues of digital security related to Internet-of-Things;
● possible risk arising from the Brexit process;
● general recommendation for future actions aimed at improving certain aspects of application
and enforcement of existing laws and of future policy initiatives to extend awareness
of applicable law and thus expand its positive impact.
Recommendations regarding improvements of assessment and evaluation processes in the field of
consumer protection legislation are suggested with a view to better explain and uncover their positive
economic impact.

28

EC 2017d, p. 56.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This document contains and in-depth analysis concerning the economic benefits (and costs) of policy
achievements in the area of better European Consumer Protection. The study was requested by the
European Parliament’s Committee on Internal Market and Consumer Protection (IMCO) and it
comprises a series of in-depth analyses, which are conducted to serve as an update of a study on
“Contribution of the Internal Market and Consumer Protection to Growth”, which was published in
2014.
The aim of the commissioned study is to provide background information and advice for the Members
of the IMCO Committee on benefits brought in the past and to be realized in the foreseeable future for
the EU businesses and citizens by legislation established in the field of Internal Market and Consumer
Protection, as well as to reflect on priority measures and actions to be undertaken in this field.
In order to achieve this overall objective, the study presents and examines the relevant assessments
and evaluations, which were performed up-to-date and were used in the process of programming,
planning, implementation and evaluation of law and policy on the European consumer protection. It
also attempts to determine how past achievements in the area of the European consumer protection
materialized and contributed to the achievement of the EU objectives, and what will be the
contribution of current initiatives in the foreseeable future – to the extent which it is possible to draw
the conclusions based on the available, existing data.
The study focuses on the benefits of legislative actions during the 7th and 8th legislature. Concrete
legislative acts are addressed and the economic impact of specific policies is investigated. A basic
economic theory behind impacts of consumer protection measures on the economy is provided to
supplement empirical evidence and substitute it where non-existent.

14
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2. BENEFITS OF BETTER EUROPEAN CONSUMER PROTECTION –
GENERAL ECONOMIC DIMENSION
KEY FINDINGS
The provided studies indicate that in 2016 only 67% of retailers considered that merchants comply
with consumer law in their country, whereas 24% assumed that many traders do not comply with
the existing regulations. According to the another study conducted in 2017, consumers suffered
detriment after seeking redress of between €20.3 billion and €58.4 billion over the last 12 months
in the EU-28.
Economic theory provides plentiful justification of policy intervention in the area of consumer
protection. A typical channel of impact goes through eliminating or mitigating a market failure, for
example by preventing parties to take advantage of a given market imperfection. From the point
of view of consumer protection three of those are crucial, namely asymmetric information,
uncompetitive markets and, to a lesser extent, externalities. Severing a causal link from a market
failure to undesirable negative outcome should induce positive economic impact. There are plenty
of examples that it can be achieved by a policy intervention.
The role of this part is to present how – from the point of view of economic theory – the improvement
of consumer conditions could spawn a positive impact on economic growth. Delving into consumer
protection theory has dual justification. First, it is useful to provide an orderly, methodological context
before plunging into its practical applications. Second, a more important reason is a relative scarcity of
actual evidence, especially of a quantitative nature, related to specific economic impact of EU
regulations in the field of consumer protection. For that reason, the analysis in the next chapter will be
frequently supported by economic theory sketched below.
Before going into specific channels allowing consumer protection to play a substantial role in
supporting economic growth and development one should start with providing a justification for state
intervention in the area. It is frequently the case that a market’s performance significantly diverges from
what economists would call an effective competitive marketplace. So-called market failures are driven
by reasons of both supply (seller) and demand (consumer) side. From the point of view of consumer
protection, at least three of those should be indicated, namely asymmetric information, uncompetitive
markets and, to some extent, externalities.29
The first one results from the fact that some of the transacting agents (usually businesses) may be privy
to information relating to the transaction, which – if known by other agents (usually consumers) –
would change conditions/price of transaction or prevent it from concluding. 30 Producers and to some
extent traders naturally enjoy that advantage, especially in case of non-commoditized goods. Where
actual quality and characteristics of a good or a service is difficult to establish, monitor or compare with
other available choices due to complexity (for example in case of financial products) or conditions
related to a transaction (such as transacting on distance), they will be able to employ market failure to
own benefit and consumer’s detriment. One should also mention possibly prohibitive costs facing a
nonprofessional consumer consciously attempting to reduce the information gap separating her or
him from a professional business.

29

IFC 2012.

30

Usually a seller is a privileged side, however in some cases also the consumer might be, for example in insurance contracts, knowledge
of an existing precondition that would require higher premium is quite asymmetric to the detriment of a seller of insurance.
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A special case of the asymmetric information market failure in context of consumer protection is a total
unawareness of products/services existence due to the market structure or intentional actions on part
of supplier. 31 Another issue that should be perceived as being an instance of information asymmetry is
employing techniques to exploit consumer biases, prejudices and other factors differentiating a
common consumer from the theoretical rational agent. Those ‘consumer imperfections’ should be
mentioned, as addressing them creates a useful channel for consumer protection activity and also due
to their ubiquity, they are frequently artificially induced by sellers through marketing techniques or
transaction conditions and also by dedicated product characteristics.
The informational market failure is of particular importance for another reason. Removing or limiting
its impact affects consumer welfare directly and therefore can be expected to produce immediate and
observable results of public intervention. It should be also probably considered to be the most
common one as it is a frequent case that parties to transaction are asymmetrical: professional business
versus nonprofessional consumer.
The second market failure relates to market power enjoyed by one of the transacting agents being
allowed to impose unfavourable condition on other agents due to markets diverging from a
competitive model. Somewhere across that one and information, asymmetry lays the issue of
professional and unprofessional agent. With consumers being usually the later it is possible that
conditions of contract would be skewed towards professional trader to consumer detriment if
imperfect market structure allows this. It is important to make note that market power should not
necessary be understood in relation to market as a whole, but as a contractual advantage of a
seller/producer over some group of vulnerable customers.
The last market failure results from the fact that transacting agents might not be in a position to accrue
all the benefits and costs induced by a transaction, therefore leading to level or conditions of economic
activity being not optimal from a wider economic or societal perspective. An example of such a result
can be a case of a sale that results in waste-affecting consumers collectively but not a transacting
consumer or seller individually. Occurrence of any of those failures creates a space for improvement by
state intervention if transacting agents can be nudged or coerced to change their behaviour.
The following scheme illustrates a causal chain driving from a particular market failure to a broader
negative economic impact. Major channels related to information asymmetry include consumer
obtaining inadequate/improperly priced product and not participating in the market due to a lack of
information or excess of it (information noise). Those directly lead to reduced consumer welfare and
indirectly to lower growth and thus employment through smaller than optimal overall market size. As
some markets require a minimal size to be truly competitive, lower participation may also lead to
reduced competition, which affects not only potential consumers excluded from the market but also
those already participating.

31

ICF 2012.
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Figure 2: Market failure to negative economic impact causal chain
Market failure
Asymmetry of
information

Direct outcome

Wider impact

Consumer not
participating in market
Consumer buying
unsuitable product

Reduced
competitio
n

Reduced
consume
r welfare

Consumer paying too much
Consumer disappointed

Excessive
market power

Productive inefficiency
Delayed new products,
cuts in R&D

Less
growth
Reduced
innovation

Reduced
productivit

Barriers to entry
Externalities

Reduced
market size

Excessive level of activity

Fewer
jobs

Collective
consumer
loss

Source: Own elaboration based on IFC 2012.

Distorted market structure resulting with excessive power feeds through the following channels.
Ability to force condition on consumers allows producers, traders or other intermediaries to run
inefficient operations thanks to a reduced market pressure. For the same reason it is possible for them
to delay new products/services both as a result of cost cutting or reduction in R&D activity and also
following deliberate decisions by companies not willing to undercut own existing products that
continue to generate profit. Finally, companies enjoying excessive market power are able to shape
market conditions to lock potential competitors out of the market and thus securing higher price to
consumers’ detriment. Those developments result with reduced innovation and productivity and less
competitive markets with an obvious impact on growth level and also employment. Reduced
innovative activities may be viewed as undercutting not only current but most of all long-term growth
perspective. Finally, one may argue that excessive market power may be an original source of
information asymmetry or a factor allowing exploiting it, thus enabling all the channels indicated in
the previous paragraph.
Externalities may result in an excessive level of activity that can be understood threefold. First, as
excessive level of consumption due to failing to internalize all of its cost. Second, as leading to product
characteristics not being optimal due to incorrect pricing of some inputs damaging environment or
other users of those inputs. Finally, as transacting too much (i.e. on financial markets) or creating
unnecessary complex intermediation chain. Some crypto-currencies could be considered a special case
of the former. In any case externalities cause loss to collective consumer, suboptimal growth and
consumer welfare.
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It should be rationally expected that either preventing any of those market failures from forming in the
first place or at minimum preventing them from producing direct outcomes (thus precluding
exploitation of entailed market failure) would sever causal chain and ensure better economic
performance. Therefore, possible ways of affecting agents’ behaviour in order to limit market failures
exploitation should be presented.
In the case of information asymmetry to consumer detriment a few potential solutions exist, relating
to an obligation to provide information, consumer education or narrowing a field for exploiting
asymmetry.
In the case of complex products/services that a typical consumer cannot be reasonably expected to be
capable of understanding or exploring its vital characteristics, an obligation can be enforced requiring
a seller to provide information necessary for an informed decision. That also applies to transactions
made in conditions making such a decision difficult (transacting online or at a distance). In the field of
education, measures leading to more conscious choice can be introduced like obligation to point out
important characteristics of products in marketing materials offered to potential customers or setting
up consumer advice institutions. Providing support and empowering consumer organisation is also an
example of activity reducing the ability of companies to exploit consumer vulnerabilities. Limiting the
area of asymmetries that could be exploited can be achieved by setting minimal standards that prevent
selling goods/services with inferior characteristics.
The issue of excessive market power of one of the agents could be addressed in several ways. One of
those is ensuring that the consumer enjoys the actual ability of switching suppliers and is aware
of offered options. That relates to availability of alternative providers (addressed among others by antimonopoly law), limiting financial costs and operational effort of choosing another supplier and again
providing a necessary information about possibility, procedure and costs of alternative options to the
consumer. A special and relatively novel case of acting to diminish operational effort is forcing
standards of data portability to unbind Internet service users from their present providers. 32 Another
solution, applicable to markets where no actual possibility of switching exists for any specific reason, is
forcing transaction condition on the parties. In specific cases providing a legal framework or tools for
collective purchase may create a counterbalance to suppliers and push towards a level playing field for
all transaction sides.
Measures related to externalities usually force one or all transacting agents to include them as a factor
to be taken into account while settling transaction. That could be done either by an implicit
requirement of pricing costs of certain actions in a transaction (for example of packaging disposal) or
by dedicated taxation.
Tables below provide more detailed description of ways and means to particular market failures.

32

Not necessary sellers, because that it is related both to paid and unpaid content.
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Table 3: Options for addressing market failures
Providing information

Asymmetry
reduction

Switching:
effective process

-

Information
targeted at
Consumer not
general public by
participating
consumer
in market
organisation or
public bodies

Providing
information about
options offered by
market, targeted at
vulnerable groups

Setting
minimal
standards

Minimal
information
requirements,
product
comparison tools

General education
about consumer
rights

Setting
minimal
standards

Consumer
buying
unsuitable
product

Asymmetry of information

Consumer education

Consumer Price comparison
paying too
tools,
much benchmarking

Consumer
disappointed
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Minimal
information
requirements,
right of return

General education
about consumer
rights

General education
about consumer
rights

Switching: ensuring
choice availability

Forcing transaction
conditions

Collective
purchases

Forcing conditions
allowing
compensation for
consumer/return
Easy switching
as a source of
pressure
preventing
from
exploiting
asymmetry of
information

-

Setting maximum
price

Forcing conditions
allowing
compensation for
consumer/return

-
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Productive
inefficiency

Providing information

Consumer education

Asymmetry
reduction

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Delayed new Price comparison
tools,
products, R&D
cuts benchmarking
Barriers to
entry

-

Information
targeted at
Excessive level general public by
consumer
of activity
organisation or
public bodies

Education about
adverse effects

Setting
minimal
standards

Switching:
effective process

Switching: ensuring
choice availability

Forcing transaction
conditions

Other

Providing
General
information
antimonopoly
about choice
Forcing conditions
law, forced
and allowing
allowing new
Collective
market
opening,
for seamless
market
entrants
purchases
unbundling
moving to
other supplier product/services, with higher costs
unifying
separate markets
Requirement to
include external
costs in pricing,
targeted taxation,
allowing collective
redress

Source: Own elaboration.
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Finally some attention should be directed to general measures related to all market failures. Measures
allowing consumer (or a third party) to obtain compensation if any market failure was exploited and
led to suboptimal decision can be introduced. Those solutions employ a dual channel: through
allowing recuperation of unduly gained surplus therefore reverting to desired situation and through
preventing from exploiting them in the first place. In this context, an issue of effective enforcement
arises; it actually applies to the whole body of consumer protection measures. Another measure
constitute actions targeted at rising general public awareness of consumer protection issues, consumer
rights and supplier obligations. The latter two are also related to providing proper framework for
monitoring compliance both by official bodies and the general public along with securing adequate
funding. However, despite the existence of specific measures, still 67% of retailers considered that
merchants comply with consumer law in their country, whereas 24% assumed that many traders do
not apply to the existing regulations. 33 In turn, consumers suffered detriment after seeking redress of
between €20.3 billion and €58.4 billion over the last 12 months in the EU-28. 34
Finally, another mechanism should be described. The very existence of market failures undercuts the
perceived level of security of consumers that may prevent purchases or reduce them. 35 That is
particularly true in the case of purchases of discretionary items. Actions aimed at increasing perceived
security and reducing uncertainty may therefore open additional growth opportunities.
Examples of aforementioned concepts working in reality abound. The table below provides a short
description of some of them.

Table 4: Addressing market failures - examples

Asymmetry of information

Description

Benefits

Country, year

Source

Enhancing Airline Passenger
Protections. Required full-fare
advertising (excluding taxes)
and a prohibition on opt-out
provisions

Enables better comparison, search
time saving (value of time saved
$28.97
ml),
eliminating US, 2011
deadweight
loss
due
to
unnecessary purchases

Jackson,
Rothstein
2015

Tire Fuel Efficiency Consumer
Information Program. Required
information
about
the
performance of replacement
passenger car tires in terms of
fuel efficiency, safety, and
durability

Fuel saving and
reduced
emissions (valued at $11.6 ml),
US, 2010
better consumer welfare due to
higher durability and safety

Jackson,
Rothstein
2015

High Cost Mortgage and
Homeownership Counselling.
Requires pre-loan counselling
on some mortgages and other
types of loans

Benefits for consumers confused
by information overload, better
assessment of ability to repay and US, 2013
chose alternate option leading to
lower default rates

Jackson,
Rothstein
2015

Optimor. Provides advice to Indicated unnecessary spending
mobile customers helping of GBP5 bn a year, no estimation UK, 2006
make more confident and how much of that was prevented.

IFC 2012

33

Consumer Conditions Scoreboard 2017.

34

EC 2017g, p. 300.

35

Consumers may also chose other way sub-optimal sources of goods or services, or sales channel, to be less exposed to market failures.
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Description

Benefits

Country, year

Source

Externalities

Excessive market power

smarter purchase decisions of Benefits
include
better
media and services
competition, efficiency savings,
additional growth
Medical
Loss
Ratio
Requirements
under
Obamacare.
Rebate
for
customer in case of lack of
transparency
of
offered
healthcare plan preventing
adequate competition

Rebates estimated between $931
and $1542 ml (2010 USD), better
US, 2010
value coverage for customers,
increased quality medical care

Jackson,
Rothstein
2015

Nondiscrimination in Public
Value of time saved. Significant
Accommodations.
Setting
costs of compliance likely to US, 2010
minimum
accessibility
exceed monetised savings
standards

Jackson,
Rothstein
2015

Patients Know Best. A patientcontrolled medical records
system that enables patients
to organise and share medical
data allowing for more active
patient role

Not quantified: additional jobs
and growth, innovation and
UK, 2008
increased efficiency, cost savings.
Better health of population

IFC 2012

nbond.nl. An utility employing Allowed up to 34,000 customers
reverse auction to lower per round to switch to a winning NL, 2012
energy price for customers
provider

IFC 2012

Reduced emissions (valued at $2.8
Refrigerator Standards. Forced and $27.5 bn for 30 years),
US, 2011
energy conservation standards consumer savings

Jackson,
Rothstein
2015

Source: Own elaboration based on indicated sources.
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3. POLICY ACHIEVEMENTS
PROTECTION

IN THE AREA OF CONSUMER

KEY FINDINGS
Available studies abound with evidence of positive economic impact of the European consumer
protection, however only limited quantification of effects is available.
The regulation have positive macroeconomic impact in the form of additional GDP, consumption
or consumer welfare. Where provided, additional GDP or growth of other macroeconomic variables
resulting from a single regulation amounted to low tenth of one per cent, yet in terms of absolute
numbers are still significant. The regulation regarding certain aspects of digital markets only is
expected to increase of intra EU online exports in nominal terms by an average 0 0,04%, private
consumption by up to 0.23% and GDP in real terms by 0.03% or about €24 bn in 10 years.
Also, the regulations have effect on additional employment, ranging in case of individual laws from
hundreds to several hundred thousands of jobs. The aforementioned regulation will result with net
increase in employment level of around 60 td jobs and regulation regarding passenger rights in
bus and coach transport ads up to 141 td tourist jobs and in case of water transport 201 td jobs.
Another important result appearing across regulations is an increase in cross-border trade. In most
cases a positive impact on SMEs is envisaged, however in some cases being a side effect. The
introduction of regulations carries adoption costs (usually measured in low thousands of euro)
judged in most cases to be small to moderate, especially in case of recurring costs.
Available studies provide ample evidence in support of a positive economic impact of European
consumer protection related regulations. In individual cases, considerable negative effects emerge, yet
their scale and severity certainly do not outweigh positive developments on the level of the economy
as a whole, however sometimes appear to be quite significant for selected groups. Available evidence
is frequently limited to qualitative assessment, however a number of well documented quantitative
assessment of economic impacts is also offered, especially regarding direct costs and benefits of
introducing a regulation.
Quantitative estimates of effects on general macroeconomic level such as change in GDP, employment
or measures of consumer welfare are quite sporadic, many studies stop at stating that such a positive
impact should be expected. However, in most cases it is possible to infer the existence of such effects
from theory sketched in the previous chapter and supplied evidence that given regulation works (or
will work) on the microeconomic level and that some causal mechanisms were actually triggered.
Relative scarcity of quantitative evidence results from various reasons such as difficulty to
disentangling effects of a regulation from other changes, lack of data, effects being dispersed across
different groups of stakeholders or difficulty in quantifying impact of qualitative changes. Finally,
inherent imperceptibility of some effect, especially preventive ones, poses an obstacle to proving a
quantitative conclusion.
According to analysed assessment studies new regulation usually entail significant costs of compliance
on the part of producers and/or traders. They are usually judged to be manageable and mostly one-off
expenditures. On the other hand, in theory they could expect some benefits of regulations resulting
from increased marked size or less erroneous regulatory environment, not much support for that can
be found, beyond occasional statement.
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However, it is frequently confirmed that traders/producers agree that regulation in question provide a
more level playing field for law-abiding ones, fostering fair competition.
Although traders often fail to notice increased business opportunity, hints from consumer side effects
indicate that it may be actually true in many cases. Studies indicate two additional sources of increased
sales/purchases, one stemming from improved financial situation of consumers due to regulation and
the other being a result of better consumer confidence. Better financial situation is a result of more
competitive markets, lower prices/fees and mechanisms allowing some form of consumer
compensation for unlawful producer/seller actions. Also, evidence was provided of regulation-induced
employment and therefore additional income. Improved financial standing constitutes only part of
improved consumer welfare. Another important and frequently mentioned component (however
completely unquantifiable one) was wider choice of available goods or services. New regulations
usually don’t entail additional costs for consumers. It should be noted however, that in numerous cases
additional producer/trader costs were shifted onto the consumer.
Regarding general macroeconomic effects, an increase of employment often results from improved
consumer protection. In the case of some laws numbers that were provided might be considered
underestimation, as they often cover only jobs necessary for ensuring compliance and do not include
additional employment due to increase of general economic activity. A higher gross domestic
product/output is frequently indicated as a result, yet few quantifications are available. In cases that
provided them, additional GDP was much bigger than costs introduced by regulation. Increased sales
was also reported, both cross-border and within Member States, again with few quantifications.
Finally, another theme recurring in assessment studies are economic effects related to improvement
of existing regulation. They are far from being a group consistent in nature and include some or all of
those already mentioned. Such effects have appeared or are expected due to improved enforcement
of existing laws, expanding them into new areas emerging as a result of product or market
development and technical progress and removing deficiencies that become obvious in the course of
implementation.

3.1.
3.1.1
A.

Economic impact of the legal acts within the general framework for
consumer protection 36
Directive on consumer rights
Name and summary of legislative measure

Directive 2011/83/EU on consumer rights (hereafter ‘the CRD’) was adopted on 25 October 2011.
It targets achieving a high level of consumer protection across the EU and contributing to the proper
functioning of the internal market by harmonising certain aspects of Member States’ laws, regulations
and administrative provisions on contracts between consumers and traders while maintaining the right
balance between a high level of consumer protection and business competitiveness.
B.

Available assessment studies

This subchapter is based on the following document:
● Report from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on the application
of Directive 2011/83/EU of the European Parliament, European Commission, 2017f

36

See also the chapter 4.1.4. A New Deal for Consumers.
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● Study on the application of the Consumer Rights Directive 2011/83/EU. Final Report, European
Commission, 2017h
● Information Report on Consumer Rights Directive (evaluation), European Economic and Social
Committee, 2017c
● Inception Impact Assessment for targeted revision of EU consumer law directives, European
Commission, 2017e
C.

Key objective and barriers eliminated

Prior to the CRD adoption, a significant differentiation between national legislation in the Member
States has been observed. The CRD accomplished unification of the legislation, especially in the crossborder context, across the union, therefore contributing to increased legal certainty for traders and
consumers. However, some limited areas remain within the remit of national regulators. 37 Also, issues
resulting from non-compliance of traders and some specific provision remain and may result in suboptimal level of cross-border trade. 38
The implemented regulation was intended to enhance consumer confidence in the internal market on
the one hand, and aimed at reducing business reluctance to trade across the EU’s internal borders.39 In
broad terms, the regulation unquestionably succeed in improving consumer protection, particularly
for distance and off-premises contracts. The level of protection is however considered lower for digital
content than for goods and services. 40 Improvements observed from the point of view of a trader also
appear to be very significant, however available studies report minor drawbacks.
D.

Economic impact

The available assessment studies tend to provide qualitative-only descriptions of impact of the
regulation. This is due to various reasons, including commercial interests of traders limiting information
availability and difficulties in disentangling the effects of regulation from general effects of structural
changes being the two most important. A relatively short period since the CRD transposition into
Member States’ law is also mentioned as limiting quantitative impact assessment. 41 Available
quantitative assessment is based mostly on surveys targeted on traders and/or consumers, both
dedicated ones and resulting from regular Eurostat operation. The measured effects on the
macroeconomic level are unavailable and their existence can only be inferred from the intervention
logic described in the previous chapter, based on the changes reported by consumers/traders.
Trader perspective. Both indirect and direct costs were reported by traders. The former include
human resource costs, such as costs of familiarisation with the legislation, management time to check
the requirements and to ensure compliance, updating website text and taking corresponding actions
to update internal processes and procedures relating to the transaction process e.g. delivery, returns
and RoW duration. The latter include the cost of legal advice on compliance and redesigning of
websites.42 It was estimated that in 2008, administrative costs levied to businesses selling domestically
were €5,526 for distance sellers and €6,625 for direct sellers, whereas before CRD introduction €70,526

37

EC 2017f, p. 5.

38

EC 2017e, p. 2.

39

EC 2017b, p. 1-2.
Ibid., p. 185.

40
41

EC 2017f, p. 6.

42

EC 2017h, p. 109.
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and €71,625 for distance sellers and direct sellers respectively.43 Those costs seem to be in large extent
one-offs, thus not affecting long-term performance. Some persistent additional costs to traders were
also indicated, chiefly referring to the right of withdrawal. Those result from losses due to goods being
used more than necessary to establish their functioning and an obligation to reimburse without having
the possibility to inspect the returned goods. 44 It is also worth noting that according to stakeholders,
ultimately any additional costs to traders would be passed on to consumers. 45
Some traders felt that the CRD was easier to implement for bigger entities;46 however SMEs responses
to the online survey did not differ significantly from the general group. 47 Therefore we deem SMEs as
not being particularly negatively affected by the regulation.
Obviously, the CRD reduced the regulatory diversity among the MS helping to reduce traders’ costs in
cross-border transactions. 48 Surveyed traders engaged in both domestic and cross-border trading
reported savings equating to EUR27.5 thousand per trader. 49 23% of traders asked directly whether
benefits from consumer related legislation exceed the cost confirmed while 35% indicated the
opposite opinion (41% either did not know/had no opinion or judged them to be similar). 50
We believe that the overall picture of traders balance emerging from the researches may be overly
pessimistic. That is due to the fact that the nature of benefits is quite elusive and they can be hardly
disentangled from changes in the market situation resulting from other factors, while costs
of implementation can be easily identified.
Consumer perspective. An increased confidence in online shopping in general was reported by 37%
of responding consumers and in relation to cross-border shopping the share was 31%. Also, 45% of
national competent authorities reported receiving positive feedback. 51
Sales. Available evidence of effects of the CRD on sales seem to be inconclusive. Analysis by Eurostat
shows an increase of online cross-border purchases between 2012 and 2016. 52 A significant number
of respondents agree that cross-border trade and online purchases had increased since 2014. However
the changes are limited in scale (3% growth of online purchases from 2014 to 2017) and certainly
cannot be solely attributed to the CRD alone. Also, several interviewed traders see theoretical benefits
but fail to identify any specific cost savings, or an increase in sales attributable to the CRD. Yet, many
stakeholders confirmed growing interest in cross-border online shopping in order to benefit from
lower prices due to the CRD adoption. 53 In a separate query, over a third of respondents (35%) stated
that intra-EU cross-border online sales had increased since June 2014. 54
Assessments of the CRD impact on the economy level are not available, however we infer some
positives from the aforementioned effects on the microeconomic level and the general logic of the
intervention. Taking into account the one-off nature of some costs and the fact that assumed effects

43
44

Ibid.
EC 2017f, p. 7.

45

EC 2017h, p. 111.

46

Ibid., p. 120.

47

Ibid., p. 126.

48

EC 2017f, p. 8.
Own calculation based on EC 2017b, p. 109.

49
50

EC 2017h, p. 123.

51

Ibid., p. 106.

52

EC 2017f, p. 6.
EC 2017h, p. 120.
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EC 2017c, p. 16.
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for the consumers seem to have materialised (higher consumer confidence) and also some tentative
signs of increased sales one can expect a positive impact on GDP and possibly employment level. Due
to a highly competitive character of online trade, most eventual surpluses for traders will probably be
passed on to consumers resulting in further increase of sales both through online and traditional
channel. Also, the relatively short period of time since the legislation adoption temporarily reduces its
positive effects, especially taking into account remaining limitations to consumer awareness of its
provisions.

3.1.2.
A.

The Single Digital Gateway - the Digital Single Market Strategy
Name and summary of legislative measure

Regulation (EU) 2018/1724 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 2 October 2018
establishing a single digital gateway to provide access to information, to procedures and to assistance
and problem-solving services and amending Regulation (EU) No 1024/2012. The regulation will
facilitate easy and efficient online access for businesses and citizens to information regarding the EU
and national laws, administrative procedures as well as services providing assistance upon request. This
regulation is a part of the package of measures aimed at tackling barriers to freedom of establishment
within the framework of the Commission's Digital Single Market strategy, launched in May 2015.
B.

Available assessment studies.

This subchapter is based on the following document:
● The Impact Assessment accompanying the document Proposal for a regulation of the
European Parliament and of the Council on establishing a single digital gateway to
provide information, procedures, assistance and problem-solving services and amending
Regulation (EU) No 1024/2012, European Commission, 2017d
C.

Key objective and barriers eliminated

The implemented regulation was intended to diminish the existing burdens to cross-border business
activity and mobility of citizens. The currently available information, assistances services and online
procedures are generally unclear, incoherent and inefficient which significantly hinders and extends
the process of complementing the necessary procedures. Apart from that, the lack of online findability
and accessibility for foreign users is noticeable. Three measures have been identified to address these
challenges and to facilitate the flow of information between Member States: 1) improvement of the
access to digital information and elimination of the differences between cross-border online and offline
activities; 2) full digitalisation of the most important and most frequently used procedures in order to
decrease the administrative burden for citizens and businesses; 3) inclusion of the assistance services
in the single digital gateway mechanism.
D.

Economic impact.

Little quantitative assessment of the possible economic impact is available.
The available impact assessment study shows that the total user benefits are estimated at 885 000
hours saved by citizens and €11.1 – 55.1 billion saved by businesses. 55 It is worth mentioning that
savings on the consumers’ side result mainly from the common search facility and assistance service
finder as well as the improved completeness and quality of online information.

55

EC 2017 X, p. 56.
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The study provided by the European Commission indicates that for all Member States and the
Commission together, the regulatory costs amount to €167 million of initial investment costs and
around €8 million of annual running costs. The savings potential can be noticeable through the
assumption that the initial investment costs would already be mostly compensated for by the saving
of €112 million per year through the digitalisation of only nine out of the ten business procedures.56
Moreover, the study shows that the regulation enhances firm-level competitiveness and cost
efficiencies, increases the volume of trade and investment, 57 as well as facilitates SMEs access to the
Digital Single Market through the reduction of transaction costs within the Member States and
elimination of entry barriers to the international markets.
Apart from the Digital Single Gateway regulation, the Digital Single Market Strategy contains a variety
of other solution connected with the digital market. It includes a Proposal for directives on certain
aspects concerning contracts for the supply of digital content and on certain aspects concerning
contracts for the online and other distance sales of goods, which has been presented below.

3.1.3.

A.

Proposal for directives on certain aspects concerning contracts for the supply of
digital content and on certain aspects concerning contracts for the online and
other distance sales of goods
Name and summary of legislative measure

Proposal for directives on (1) on certain aspects concerning contracts for the supply of digital content
and (2) on certain aspects concerning contracts for the online and other distance sales of goods. The
major aim of the proposal is to contribute to faster development of a Digital Single Market. It contains
five options ranging from a voluntary European model contract with an EU trust-mark to full
harmonisation of rules for digital content and goods.
B.

Available assessment studies.

This subchapter is based on the following document:
● The Impact Assessment accompanying the proposal, European Commission, 2015b
C.

Key objective and barriers eliminated

The proposal aims in supporting Digital Single Market by helping to tap the potential of e-commerce.
Different national contract laws are considered to be one of the main obstacles to its growth by a large
share of businesses selling online. On the other hand, consumers lack confidence when buying online
across borders as a result of uncertainty about contractual rights. They also face a narrower selection
of goods accompanied by less competitive pricing. Consumers also suffer detriment resulting from
unclear contract law rights for faulty digital content. 58
D.

Economic impact.

A wide variety of economic impacts and a considerable scale are anticipated as a scope of businesses
affected is possibly huge. The effects are option-dependent.
In the most ambitious one it was expected that around 228,500 EU companies supplying digital
content to consumers, both domestically and cross-border, would incur one-off adaptation individual
costs of €6,800 totalling an estimated cost of €1.55 bn. In addition, around 1.1 million of companies
56
57
58

Ibid., p. 70.
EC 2017d, p. 64.
EC 2015a, p. 2.
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selling goods online in domestic-only trade would incur similar individual costs totalling €7.5 bn across
the EU. No costs are expected for offline-only businesses.59 Around half of total one-off adaptation
expenses will be borne by businesses currently selling online only domestically. Should those retain
their domestic-only scope in spite of export facilitation offered by the proposal, those companies
would not accrue benefits from cost savings resulting from the new law. Benefits for a new exporter
resulting from reduced costs of selling abroad were estimated at up to €243,000. In case of current
cross-border online traders’ costs savings were estimated at €9,000. The proposed regulation could
increase the number of EU businesses selling online cross-border by 5.3 percentage points (or 12% in
relative terms) or by over 122,000 more businesses. 60 However, even those businesses unable to go
behind the domestic market would at least partially gain from additional online purchases resulting
from greater consumer confidence (see below).
The huge majority of aforementioned costs would be incurred by SME, which constitute 98% of online
traders selling goods in the EU and 92% of those providing digital content. SMEs will face costs of
adaptation of approximately €6,800. However in a longer perspective they will avoid the additional
costs due to international harmonisation. Around €1.4 bn. of initial costs will be borne by SMEs. 61
A wider economic impact is also expected, among others in form of additional trade, economic growth
and employment. Intra-EU online exports in nominal terms would increase by an average 0 0.04%,
a number ranging in single countries from 0.0% to 0.14%. Additional competition from cross-border
trade would exert pressure on domestic markets leading to better quality, innovation and reduced
prices. 62
It is expected that the most ambitious option could increase the number of consumers buying online
cross-border by about 7 percentage points (or 13.5% in relative terms) or around 8 and 13 million
additional consumers. Additional annual spending of €40 per consumer would mean an increase
of online cross-border sales growth of 14%. As the consumer would enjoy a wider selection of products,
more competitive prices would follow. The fall of consumer prices is projected ranging from 0.05% to
0.35% in single Member States and 0.25% on average. Private consumption would rise in all Member
States, ranging from +0.05% to +0.38%, with an average of +0.23 for the EU28 (corresponding to about
€18 bn). Additional welfare gains would result due to expanded choices of goods and services. 63
The effects on trade and consumption would be mirrored in higher GDP and employment. GDP is
projected to permanently increase in real terms by 0.03% or about €4 bn per year, ranging from 0.0%to
0.06% in separate countries. The net present value of additional output over a 10-year period would be
around €28 bn. The increase in GDP would result in a net increase in employment level of around 60,000
jobs. A sectoral breakdown of those numbers is not available, yet it is possible that in some sectors
negative effects would occur, for example resulting from a drop of in-store sales. 64
If less ambitious scenarios are adopted, the resulting economic impact would be reduced. Nonetheless,
the impact is significant and remains even in the most conservative option, though in the last case
quantitative results are not available due to voluntary adoption associated with this option.
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3.1.4.
A.

Directive on injunctions for the protection of consumers' interests
Name and summary of legislative measure

Directive 2009/22/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on injunctions for
the protection of consumers' interests. The act is aimed at introducing EU wide measures enabling
termination of infringements harmful to the collective interests of consumers and removing their
effect.
B.

Available assessment studies.

This subchapter is based on the following document:
● Study for the Fitness Check of EU consumer and marketing law, Civic Consulting, 2017
● Report concerning the application of Directive 2009/22/EC of the European Parliament and of
the Council on injunctions for the protection of consumers' interest, European Commission,
2012a
● Study on the application of Directive 2009/22/EC on injunctions for the protection of
consumers’ interest, IBF International Consulting, 2011
C.

Key objective and barriers eliminated

For the seamless functioning of the single market it is crucial that infringements, internal and crossborder ones, harming collective consumer interests are effectively terminated and prohibited. The
infringements covered relate to consumer credit, package travel, unfair terms in contracts concluded
with consumers, distance contracts, unfair commercial practices and some other issues. Entities
qualified to act encompass independent public bodies, specifically responsible for protecting the
collective interests of consumers, or consumer protection organisations. 65 Those act on behalf of
individual consumers as it is well-known from an economic perspective that decentralised, disperse,
individual action for enforcing consumer protection legislation may result in significant underdeterrence of infringements.66
According to analysed studies, the legislation has been broadly successful. Nevertheless, several
obstacles remain that limit positive impact of the regulation (especially in a cross-border dimension),
namely financial risk related to proceedings, their length and complexity, and enforcement of the
ruling and their limited scope. 67
D.

Economic impact.

The studies that have been analysed provide no monetary or quantitative estimates of economic
impact on any scale beyond anecdotal case level evidence. Qualitative information is also narrow,
frequently being only a description of theoretical mechanisms expected to emerge due to the Directive
application. That is due to the following two causes.
As the Directive provides only an enforcement mechanism, it should be stated that its positive effects
largely stem from preventing the under-application of various consumer related laws covered by the
Directive and as a result strengthening their positive impact. The number of injunctions used
is significant and indicates that this may be an important channel. 68
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Unfortunately this also makes identifying and quantifying those effects extremely difficult.
Furthermore, instantaneous observable effects of injunctions basing on the legislation are limited and
the major channel of impact seems to be directed towards prevention rather than past
misbehaviours69, so it is very difficult to pick any meaningful quantitative measure of the economic
impact. 70
Nevertheless, perception of a fair marketplace, however difficult to attribute to a particular regulation,
is in our opinion an important driver of consumer behaviour and thus potentially a source of additional
purchases. Also, thanks to the regulation, consumers are presented with an improved market offering
both in terms of price and quality, and therefore likely to spend more than in an alternative case
without the directive. Finally, traders applying the law will profit from a resulting level playing field,
which we believe to be a significant contribution to further development of a genuine single market.
Also, cases of successful damage claims, though rare, would provide consumers with additional
financial means. These impact channels should result with higher sales, GDP and employment.
For those to occur it is important that the Directive is being successfully applied and studies generally
confirm that the condition was met. 71 They also provide evidence of some further effect, however they
are barely unanimous in an assessment of their extent and scope. The directive has been judged to
have brought substantial benefits to consumers as a whole, however those benefits are difficult to
measure due to unknown number of consumers concerned and the fact that many injunctions are not
related to the price paid. Examples of substantial monetary effects for consumers were provided for
selected cases, however it was not possible to extend those to obtain a wider aggregate measure of
the directive impact. Other positive financial developments from the consumer point of view may
result from a possibility of obtaining financial compensation. 72
Another study seems to be less optimistic about economic effect of the measure (IBF 2011). It found no
particular advantage due to accrued powers apart from a dissuasive effect for consumers generally.
Furthermore, no particular benefits were reported for individual consumers. The regulation appears to
have little impact on cross-border litigation, but much more in the national scope, especially for
selected sectors. 73
The most recent study provides some measurable evidence on positive effects of the regulation (CC
2017). As in previous studies, qualified entities (entities acting on behalf of consumers) judge the
directive to effectively reduce the number of infringements. 74 An important support for the hypothesis
that the regulation increases consumers’ perceived security has been provided. 81% of consumers in
the open public consultation agreed that the right of consumer organisations and public bodies to take
legal actions which can stop infringements was beneficial for consumers. Almost no actual reduction
in consumers’ detriment was found. 75
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The directive can be expected to significantly reduce costs of litigation as collective action due
to economies of scale entails lesser expenses than the sum of costs of individual actions. 76 Costs on the
traders side related to the directive have been limited and result from necessary compliance checks.
No evidence of unmeritorious claims has been identified. Also, no support has been established for
a hypothesis of traders’ savings thanks to costs of collective action being lower than that of per-case
litigation. 77
The studies analysed allows authors to consider the directive being an effective tool preventing
infringements of consumer rights thus leading to a better regulatory environment. Those should lead
to greater perceived consumers’ security while making purchases. We consider that to be the most
important for channelling the law to positive economic effects in terms of bigger sales or economic
growth. Any direct financial effect for consumers (for example resulting from compensation) is
probably less important as in many instances it affects only those directly involved in litigation. Another
important conduit for positive economic development is making the marketplace fairer, thus more
attractive for companies playing by the rules. That should lead to more competition with all its benefits
for the economy in the long term.
Finally, it should be clearly stated that an almost complete lack of measured evidence of economic
impact is in this case a deficiency of the apparatus and not of the regulation itself.

3.1.5.
A.

Better enforcement of consumer rights
Name and summary of legislative measure

To enhance the protection of consumers’ rights, the EU introduces specific measures that modernize
and ensure better enforceability of existing legislations and aims to establish common European legal
standards. There are several applicable directives, that address the common goal of better
enforcement of consumer rights, such as these included in the Single Market Strategy as well as in the
New Deal for Consumers regulation, for example Alternative Dispute Resolution (Directive
2013/11/EU), Consumer Protection Cooperation Regulation ((EC) 2006/2004) or proposal for a Directive
of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Council Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April 1993,
Directive 98/6/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, Directive 2005/29/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council and Directive 2011/83/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council
as regards better enforcement and modernisation of EU consumer protection rules.
B.

Available assessment studies

The following assessment studies have been employed in this subchapter:
● Impact Assessment accompanying Directives Of The European Parliament And Of The Council
(1) amending (...), European Commission, 2018b
● Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Council
Directive 93/13/EEC of 5 April 1993, Directive 98/6/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council, Directive 2005/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council and Directive
2011/83/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards better enforcement and
modernisation of EU consumer protection rules, European Commission, 2018c
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C.

Key objective and barriers eliminated

Despite the existence of regulations aimed at protecting consumer rights, two following issues have
been identified: 1) relatively high level of lack of compliance by traders with the EU consumer law
caused by ineffective mechanisms for the individual consumers redress and the inefficiency to stop
and deter infringements; 2) ineffective consumer protection and unnecessary costs for compliant
traders due to the i.a. lack of transparency and legal certainty for B2C transactions on online
marketplaces and for "free" digital services.78
To counteract this factors, better enforcement of consumer rights entails the improvement of
compliance with the EU consumer law and modernisation of consumer protection and aims to
eliminate unnecessary costs for compliant traders through harmonisation of rules and penalties for
infringements, increased transparency for consumers in online marketplaces, removal of
disproportionate burdens imposed on businesses by existing legislation. It also provides a right to
individual remedies for consumers when they are harmed by unfair commercial practices. 79
D.

Economic impact

Due to data limitations, instead of an evaluation of an overall economic impact of regulations pertinent
for the better enforcement of consumers’ rights an in-depth assessment of a New Deal for Consumers
has been prepared as a case study (see 4.1.4.1).
Importantly, the available documents show, that the costs of adjustments resulting from the
implementation of these regulations, such as transparency requirements or strengthened rules on
penalties and a more effective injunctions procedure may require initial familiarisation costs, are likely
not to be significant. 80 In turn, the introduction of individual Unfair Commercial Practices remedies
would have a positive effect both on cross-border trade and lower costs for complaint handling.
According to the analysed study, SMEs indicated one-off savings of €1 405 on average and annual
savings of up to €10 000 due to the recommended changes. 81

3.1.6.
A.

A New Deal for Consumers
Name and summary of legislative measure

A New Deal for Consumers – revision of the Injunctions Directive (proposal), Unfair Commercial
Practices Directive and Price Indication Directive. The Consumer Rights Directive also constituting part
of the New Deal has been presented in chapter 4.1.1. Apart from this one only the Injunction Directive
has been given form of precise proposal and will be described in greater detail in this chapter, however
some assessment of company level effects of other regulations are available and will be presented. The
initiative is aimed at ensuring cheaper and more effective means to stop and remedy breaches harming
multiple EU consumers simultaneously. The major objectives of the initiative are to increase consumer
trust along with bolstering the functioning of the Single Market by enhancing business compliance
with EU rules providing concrete consumer rights, reducing consumer detriment and contributing to
a level playing field for traders. 82
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B.

Available assessment studies

This subchapter is based on the following document:
● A New Deal for Consumers – revision of the Injunctions Directive, Inception Impact Assessment,
European Commission, 2017a
● Impact Assessment accompanying Directives Of The European Parliament And Of The Council
(1) amending (...), European Commission 2018b
C.

Key objective and barriers eliminated

The proposal envisages improving the provisions of the Injunctions Directive in several areas. Available
options include actions to enhance the qualified entities' capacity to prepare and manage both
injunction and redress actions, making the law more adaptive to future market developments,
facilitating access to justice for underfunded qualified entities by providing dedicated financial
support, establishing a single procedure ("one stop shop") in which qualified entities could
simultaneously ask the courts and/or administrative authorities to stop the breach and ensure redress
for the victims. 83
D.

Economic impact

Little quantitative assessment of possible economic impact is available. Initial studies describe
theoretical mechanisms providing a link between the proposed law stipulation and various aspects
of market functioning. Those include shifting costs of breaches harming the collective interests of
consumers to infringers and stimulating greater compliance with EU rules relevant for the protection
of collective interests of consumers. When accomplished, a reduced consumer detriment and a more
level playing field for traders should be expected, leading to fairer competition, essential for the
effective functioning of the Single Market and fostering innovation and investment. 84
Savings on the consumers’ side are expected due to greater efficiency resulting from redress actions in
the collective interests of consumers making superfluous a significant number of individual actions and
to an overall reduction of consumer law breaches caused by an increased deterrent effect. That in turn
would lead to a reduced economic detriment suffered by consumers, so that consumers would have
more financial means available for spending on compliant goods or services and to better allocation of
resources, greater economic efficiency, increased innovation and lower prices. The proposal also
expects the law to have positive impact on vulnerable consumers (disabled, elderly people or people
with a migrant background). 85
More detailed study provides basic quantitative evidence that those effects are likely to occur. 58% of
all respondents (in a survey related to the Injunction Directive) agreed that revising the injunctions
procedure would have a positive impact on increasing deterrence. Even a greater share of Member
States authorities and consumer organisation agreed to that opinion (83% and 92.8% respectively). A
majority of them agreed that stronger rules on penalties would lead to greater consumer trust and
more effective enforcement of consumer protection rules.
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However, business organisations disagreed with the last statement. As far as the consumer costs are
concerned, consumer organisations expected lower consumer cost of obtaining redress (25% to 57%
significant cost reduction, depending on the option being adopted. 86
For traders, initial one-off costs of adopting new regulations are expected, however probably limited
to some Member States. Consulted SMEs expected that strengthening penalties would have no impact
on their cost but also expected increased premiums for coverage against claims in mass harm
situations. The possibility of frivolous claims was also mentioned. 87 The study provides estimates of
company level savings and loses due to proposed solution without any generalisation to the economy
level. 88
It should be mentioned that surveyed SMEs generally expressed supportive opinions of the possible
alteration of Unfair Commercial Practices Directive and other directives within package. They expected
improvements resulting from replacing the present penalty system they deem to be favourable to
larger companies and view the intended regulations as introducing level playing field. Respondents
asked about financial impact of the regulations indicated savings ranging from €0 to €10 tn. a year and
costs of €8 tn. a year (with median €655). 89
The quantitative analysis provide further support for possible efficiency of the proposed solutions. It is
indicated that consumers living in countries where remedies are in place experience a lower probability
of both reporting a UCP and experiencing any kind of problem while shopping. 90
We have no doubt that other effects of the envisaged law will emerge. We expect it will lead to
improved consumer finances both by increased effectiveness and deterrence. In addition to improved
consumer trust those factors should result in greater purchases from law abiding traders. On the other
hand, a more level playing field should strengthen the latter additionally, leading to a more
competitive, broader market, increased economic activity and investment. Also, similar effect would
result from the regulations better balancing traders’ obligations and consumer rights (for example the
right of withdrawal).

3.2.

Economic impact of the legal acts within the sectoral frameworks

3.2.1

Regulation concerning the rights of passengers in bus and coach transport

A.

Name and summary of legislative measure

Regulation (EU) No 181/2011 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 February 2011
concerning the rights of passengers in bus and coach transport and amending Regulation (EC) No
2006/2004. Since 1 March 2013 the regulation applies various rights for passengers who travel by bus
and coach within the European Union on regular services and was introduced with an aim of giving
members of the public a guaranteed minimum level of protection when they travel in Europe. The
rights concern among others transport conditions, information, complaint rules and sanctions. 91
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B.

Available assessment studies.

This subchapter is based on the following document:
● Report on the application of Regulation (EU) No 181/2011 concerning the rights of passengers
in bus and coach transport and amending Regulation (EC) No 2006/2004, European
Commission, 2015c
● The impact assessment of the regulation (...), European Commission, 2008c
C.

Key objective and barriers eliminated

The key objectives of the regulation included:
●

asserting the principle of non-discrimination and assistance to disabled persons and persons
with reduced mobility,

● asserting the principle of liability of operators in the event of death or injury of passengers,
● ensuring a level of quality standards of services, defining information obligations and asserting
the principle of assistance in the event of cancellations, delays, etc,
● setting up a procedure for handling complaints,
● ensuring appropriate enforcement. 92
D.

Economic impact.

A very limited information of possible or actual economic impact of the regulation is provided by
available assessment documents. Some qualitative insights can be gained from scattered information
related to its application.
The regulation seems to have produced expected results in terms of changing transport condition.
The most visible part is connected with complains and sanction handling due to creation of national
enforcement bodies. The number of complaints handled is limited (in some countries surprisingly low).
This partly results from limited awareness of passenger rights and particularities of local law in some
member states. That could be also caused by satisfactory handling of complaints by companies.93 The
later effect may be partially attributed to the new regulation as the act’s expected important channel
of impact is its preventive character. However, there is no information on the number of complaints
that are handled by industry itself, so no firm conclusion in that aspect can be drawn.
The regulation is of particular importance for various categories of disadvantaged passengers as they
tend to use the mode of transport covered by it relatively more frequently. Those groups include but
are not limited to people of low income, disabled, living in geographically isolated areas or unable to
use a different mode of transport (for example because of not holding drivers licence or inability to
afford a car). As a result, their options for participation in the labour market, schooling or enjoying
leisure or tourism are negatively affected. 94 We believe that by improving both physical and
financial/regulatory conditions of the services, the regulation can be expected to help (re)integrate
such persons into a wider society. Not only that would counter further exclusion but also widen the
available pool of qualified workers willing and being able to work, through improved mobility, access
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to education and labour markets. In the long term that would lead to more effective allocation of
resources, particularly labour, additional employment and consumer welfare gains.
It should be noted, that public consultation revealed available infrastructure to be an obstacle for the
disabled, making it harder to enjoy all the rights resulting from the regulation and thus reducing its
positive economic impact. Carriers opined that the regulation strikes the optimal balance between the
carriers’ obligations and passenger rights. Representatives of passengers noted limited applicability of
the regulation due to numerous exclusions, reducing some rights applicability to certain types of travel
only, thus depriving passengers of legal certainty. 95 Therefore some of the possible positive economic
effects probably have not been achieved due to both actual application of the law and its construction.
The impact assessment accompanying the regulation proposal expected additional costs for carriers
up to 2.7% of industry revenue, 0.5% increase in revenue due to additional travel (a net loss of 2.2%).
An additional revenue of coach manufacturers amounting to €139 ml and increased employment of
780 FTEs was expected. Finally, a huge potential for impact for accessible coach tourism was indicated
up to €12.6 bn of additional tourism revenues and 141.000 additional tourist jobs. 96 However, due to
numerous exceptions allowed by the regulation, the actual impact is probably lower.
A significant impact of the regulation on the SMEs is expected since such companies constitute a bulk
of the industry. Additional costs would result from liability issues, assistance but also from costs of fleet
adaptation. 97
Taking into account the limited success of the regulation’s application complemented by possible
further improvements of the act and developments in its application, an improved balance between
price and quality could be expected. The regulation allows better policing of the market that should in
our opinion result with eliminating some of offending carriers. A better quality and security for the
customer could in the long term induce a more frequent use of collective transportation modes. That
presages benefits due to better efficiency and an improved use of resources (also environmental ones).

3.2.2.
A.

Regulation concerning the rights of passengers when travelling by sea and inland
waterway
Name and summary of legislative measure

Regulation (EU) No 1177/2010 concerning the rights of passengers when travelling by sea and inland
waterway and amending Regulation (EC) No 2006/2004. It aims to ensure the basic protection of
passengers who travel by sea and inland waterway using passenger services or cruises and became
applicable on 18 December 2012. Those basic rights are related to non-discrimination on the grounds
of nationality, access to information, assistance in the event of transport disruption and persons with
disabilities.98
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B.

Available assessment studies

This subchapter is based on the following document:
● Report on the application of Regulation No 1177/2010 concerning the rights of passengers
when travelling by sea and inland waterway and amending Regulation (EC) No 2006/2004,
European Commission, 2016b
● The impact assessment of the regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council
concerning (...), European Commission, 2008b
C.

Key objective and barriers eliminated

The major specific objectives were defined in the following way:
● asserting the principle of non-discrimination and assistance to disabled persons and persons
with reduced mobility,
● asserting the principle of assistance in the event of travel cancellations and delays,
● ensuring a level of quality standards of services and defining information obligations,
● setting up a procedure for handling complaints and ensuring appropriate enforcement of
applicable legislation. 99
D.

Economic impact

Available information indicates that the regulation achieved its major objectives. Both representatives
of transport companies and passengers’ organisations judge its workings as being satisfactory. The
latter appreciate the job done by both carriers and port terminal operators related to implementation
of the regulation. Some common obstacles to more efficient application of the regulation results from
limited awareness of passenger rights and particularities of local law and enforcement in some member
states. 100
The impact assessment provides some estimates of the probable economic impact of the regulation.
The additional costs for the industry seem to be limited and mostly data on adopting specific
requirements are available. In opposition to many studies complementing proposals for regulation, in
the case of the water mode of transport it is explicitly indicated that adoption costs borne by the
industry will be shifted to clients at least to some extent. It was expected that due to improved
accessibility, the number of persons travelling would increase. Additional revenue of the tourism
industry would be marginal at best in relation to the EU economy as a whole (due to limited share of
the water mode of transport), but quite significant, when compared with the scale of maritime travel
industry. In comparison to a limited impact on the condition of industries involved in terms of costs,
relatively important and to large extend permanent effects concerning employment were expected.
Requirements resulting from the regulation would imply additional employments on ships, in ports
and in the tourism estimated in case of the later at up to 201 thousand FTEs. 101
It is worth noting that due to the fact that the industry is mostly concentrated in large companies and
requires large, costly infrastructure (as opposed to bus and coach industry) the eventual costs will be
shifted to passengers thus reducing any positive effect to consumer welfare. As the measure forces
minimal standards on service providers it should not be necessarily viewed negatively that the
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passengers would ultimately pay for those. We deem the major long term economic impacts stemming
rather from opportunities uncovered by application of standards in the form of lesser uncertainty of
customers resulting with a higher willingness to travel and better travel conditions.
The major cost will be borne by the infrastructure operators, usually large companies. Therefore impact
on the SMEs will be limited. Some additional costs will be incurred on operators but those are expected
to be in line with those borne by large ones. 102

3.2.3.
A.

Financial markets
Name and summary of legislative measure

The enlargement and integration of the European Union's internal market require an updated legal
framework to ensure cross-border financial flows. Therefore, a number of directives have been
established which provided a harmonised statutory structure for financial entities such as banks or
commercial financial companies. The directives fall into two categories – these that address financial
markets instruments (investment services, short selling, securitisation or investment funds legislations)
such as Regulation No. 600/2014 on markets in financial instruments, Regulation 2015/2365 on
transparency of securities financing transactions or Directive 2013/50/EU on the harmonisation of
transparency requirements, and these that regard consumer finance and payments regulations (and
legislation regarding insurance and pensions) such as Directive 2015/2366/EU on payment services
(PSD 2), Regulation 924/2009 on charges for cross-border payments euro and Directive 2016/2341 on
the activities and supervision of institutions for occupational retirement provision.
B.

Available assessment studies

This subchapter is based on the assessment of individual case studies, namely the Directive on the
comparability of fees related to payment accounts, payment account switching (...) and the Directive
on markets in financial instruments (see 4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.2)
C.

Key objective and barriers eliminated

Currently, the EU financial market faces many problems that hinder the emergence of a single EU
financial market. These include i.a. regulatory, supervisory and integration gaps, market fragmentation
or ineffective competition in certain areas of card and internet payments. Thus, the main objectives of
the directives concerning financial markets, among others, include:
● increased protection and stability of investors and the financial system,
● increment of transparency and confidence in the financial system (including price and costs of
insurance products),
● providing a harmonized framework towards a financial single market,
● advanced protection against fraud, abuse, and payment problems,
● facilitation of cross-border credit transfers and card payments under the same conditions,
● introduction of innovative mobile and internet payment services.
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D.

Economic impact

Due to data limitations, the economic impact of regulations focused on the financial market has been
presented only using several selected examples. To provide a more comprehensive overview, an indepth assessments of the Directive on the comparability of fees related to payment accounts, payment
account switching (...) and Directive on markets in financial instruments have been presented as case
studies in the following sub-sections (see 4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.2).
Report from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on the implementation and
impact of Directive 2009/110/EC in particular on the application of prudential requirements for
electronic money institutions indicates that compliance costs for e-money institution are relatively
high, ranging from €25,000 to €0.5 million. However, it is likely that these costs will be offset by the
reduction in capital requirements expected in the amount from €1 million to €350,000. 103 The report
highlights that provided solutions do not have an impact on consumers’ confidence in the offered
products and do not affect their quality and price. 104
According to the impact assessment accompanying the Proposal for a directive of the European
Parliament and of the Council on payment services in the internal market (…), the full integration of
the cards market (including card standardisation) can generate savings for merchants and consumers
of up to €25 billion over 6 years. 105 Moreover, due to the voluntary removal of Honour All Cards Rule by
card schemes, it is estimated that merchants can save between €370 million and €1.5 billion.106
Addressing diverse charging practices between the Member States, the large part of €731 million of
annual surcharges can results from consumers following measures to ban surcharging on payment
instruments with regulated interchange fees.107
Furthermore, it is expected that a standardised m-payments market could have almost 70% more
transactions than a non-standardised market. 108 Limitation of surcharges, increased availability of
online-banking and mobile payments in parallel with strengthened consumer protection will make
merchants and consumers the main beneficiaries of the proposed solutions. On the supply side,
introduced measures to reduce barriers to market access will be the most beneficial for new entrants
and payment institutions.109
The above-described negative economic impacts for consumers may be a result of the potential market
failures, such as asymmetric information, information costs or ambiguous contracts. Additionaly,
consumers have to face large entities that have greater bargaining power. In 2006 it was estimated that
the influence of market power in the financial sector (particularly loan and deposit markets)
contributed to the loss of 0.54% GDP in the EU-15. 110
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3.3.
A.

Directive on the comparability of fees related to payment accounts,
payment account switching (...)
Name and summary of legislative measure

Directive 2014/92/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 July 2014 on the
comparability of fees related to payment accounts, payment account switching and access to payment
accounts with basic features. The Directive establishes rules concerning the transparency and
comparability of fees charged to consumers on their payment accounts held within the Union, rules
concerning the switching of payment accounts within a Member State and rules to facilitate crossborder payment account-opening for consumers. It also defines a framework for the rules and
conditions according to which Member States are required to guarantee a right for consumers to open
and use payment accounts with basic features in the Union (article 1).
B.

Available assessment studies

This subchapter is based on the following document:
●
C.

The impact assessment of the directive on the comparability (...), European Commission, 2013c
Key objective and barriers eliminated

Objectives of the directive concern following issues:
● enhancing consumer confidence,
● broadening consumer choice both in terms of the quality of the products available and in terms
of price reductions,
● facilitation of financial inclusion and thereafter customer mobility,
● facilitation of the cross-border activity of payment account providers,
● ensuring a level playing field between market actors. 111
D.

Economic impact

According to the impact assessment, the directive would induce a significant changes in terms of costs
and benefits. Adoption of the measure lead to additional costs both to consumers (possible account
management fees) and service providers. The later costs would be a result of necessary changes to IT
systems, changes to marketing and pricing and staff training. Some losses of the revenue caused by
consumers switching to better suited accounts were also assumed possible. Finally, minor costs for
Member States were expected. 112
The total benefits of access to basic payments account were estimated at up to €3 bn a year and mostly
accrued by consumers. That compares with additional costs of €1 bn a year, again mostly borne by
consumers. The effects of additional information requirements are similar in magnitude. However
those additional costs would be mostly covered by credit institutions, while consumers would remain
major beneficiaries. 113
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A wide range of economic effect was expected, however those were not quantified. Obviously, as the
consumers’ benefits would widely exceed costs induced by the directive, the welfare of consumers
would be significantly improved. Better access to financial services and reduction of the number of
unbanked citizens would lead to various economic and social gains such as increased level of security,
an increased choice of goods and services (at markets) where electronic payments are obligatory, the
possibility to access employment and accommodation more easily, and a reduced sense of financial,
economic and social exclusion. Creation of a switching mechanism in combination with better
information would lead, through a more effective market, to a general reduction in prices, meaning
that consumers could access the best product for them at the best price. A strong positive effect on
consumer confidence leading to increased demand for payment accounts and encouraging consumer
mobility both at national and cross-border level was expected. 114 We believe that - as in case of other
regulations - more confidence will result in additional consumption on the consumer side and sales on
the industry’s side.
Credit institutions would carry a significant part of the costs, yet in the long term those would be
recovered through adjusted pricing and intensified use of financial services. Competitive banking
markets promotion would improve the efficiency of the single market, further reinforcing consumer
and business confidence thus stimulating growth. 115
Regarding SMEs, significant benefits are envisaged. However the regulation doesn’t cover their
accounts it is very probable that many small companies or one person enterprises will enjoy many of
its benefits. That will be a case of firms employing owners’ personal account. 116 We believe that some
indirect impact positively affecting SMEs should occur. The directive is expected to bolster online trade.
Taking into account that small firms constitute a majority of online traders, they will be probable to
reap benefits resulting from additional online activity.
Although a range of economic impacts of the directive is similar to those of other regulations bolstering
consumer confidence and reducing legal insecurity at marketplace, we strongly underline a particular
channel at work in this case. Going beyond direct effects related to consumer financial services, it
should be underlined that an ability to use at least basic financial services cheaply and effectively is
crucial to gain access to various areas of digital markets, to purchase online or more broadly, to
participate in the digital world and to a growing extent, also in the physical one. Financial exclusion
can be named as one of the reasons for digital exclusion. Therefore, in addition to direct impacts, an
amplification of numerous economic effects related to digital space should be expected. The possibility
of a deeper digital inclusion of some persons underserved financially prior to the directive adoption
might be considered to be a driver for much bigger economic impact than the direct one related to
participation in financial services.

3.4.
A.

Directive on markets in financial instruments
Name and summary of legislative measure

Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 on markets in
financial instruments and amending Directive 2002/92/EC and Directive 2011/61/EU. The directive was
intended to strengthen investor confidence, reduce the risks of market disorder, reduce systemic risks,
and increase efficiency of financial markets and reduce unnecessary costs for participants.
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B.

Available assessment studies

This subchapter is based on the following document:
● Proposal for directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on markets in financial
instruments (...), European Commission, 2011a
C.

Key objective and barriers eliminated

Objectives of the directive concern among others the following issues:
● ensuring a level playing field between market participants,
● increasing market transparency for market participants,
● raising investor protection. 117
One of the key results of the directive from a consumer protection point of view is providing a proper
regulation for all market and trading structures taking into account the needs of smaller participants,
especially SMEs. This is to be achieved among others by regulating possibility for investment firms
to accept incentive by third parties, by cross-selling practices, by reinforcing the requirements
concerning the handling of funds or instruments belonging to clients and finally by improving the
information related to services. 118
D.

Economic impact

Due to a very short time since the directive entered into the law (at the beginning of 2018) there are
very few assessment of actual economic effects of its implementation. Some basic estimation of
additional compliance costs were provided along the proposal of legislation. The one-off costs of
adoption between €512 and €732 ml were expected and ongoing costs of between €312 and €586 ml.
In terms of total operating spending of the banking sector it equals to 0.10% to 0.15% and 0.06% to
0.12% respectively.119 No particular impact on the SMEs was indicated.
Such a level of costs, even if underestimated (it is hinted that cost of compliance to the directive’s
predecessor were significantly higher), caused no obvious lasting harm to the bottom line of the
banking sector. Moreover, it is probable that in the long term additional cost will be shifted onto clients
(not necessarily being retail consumers). The direct effect of the directive on the well-being of
consumers seems to be far from certain and in any case limited. However, we would argue for gains
prevailing ultimately as benefits for other stakeholders trickle down to consumers. This could be the
case of pension funds and investment funds having access to more effective and transparent financial
markets (and also facing more requirements regarding transparency themselves). Lower long term
investment costs (for example resulting from inability to shift costs of inducements onto clients),
should directly benefit their participants, affecting long term returns on investment, even if the
improvement were tiny. That would be an especially important development regarding pension
savings, providing benefits for potentially vulnerable parts of society and taking into account the
extended duration of pension investments.
The introduction of the directive has also probably had a temporary effect in the form of increased
economic activity related to compliance for specific sectors, namely consulting, legal advice and IT.
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3.4.1.
A.

Product Safety and Market Surveillance
Name and summary of legislative measure

The Product Safety and Market Surveillance Package covers almost all non-food consumer products
with an aim to improve product traceability throughout the supply chain and to enhance applicability
and efficiency of existing safety legislation. It includes a proposal for a regulation on consumer product
safety and a proposal on a multi-annual action plan for market surveillance covering the period 20132015. 120 Moreover, in addition to the existing directives, specific safety rules that apply to electrical and
electronic goods, cosmetics, chemicals and other specific product groups have been added.
B.

Available assessment studies

This subchapter is based on the following document:
●

C.

The impact assessment accompanying the Product Safety and Market Surveillance Package A
proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and the Council on consumer product
safety and a proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on
market surveillance for products, European Commission, 2013a
Key objective and barriers eliminated

Due to the fact that 75% of trade in the EU is in goods, their security is one of the priority issues requiring
the determination of the appropriate legislative frameworks. Currently, the product safety
requirements in some cases are inconsistent, fragmented and ineffective, therefore the unsafe and
non-compliant products circulate on the internal market. 121 Therefore, the main aims of the Product
Safety and Market Surveillance Package are as follows: consolidation and reinforcement of the EU
product safety requirements, enhancement of the effectiveness of market surveillance activities on the
single EU market for goods and simplification of the EU legislative framework. 122 Apart from that, the
reform of the EU's rapid alert system for non-food dangerous products (RAPEX) has been announced
allowing for simplification of the process of identifying potentially unsafe products.
D.

Economic impact

It is important to emphasise that the available assessment studies does not offer sufficient data to
comprehensively evaluate the economic impact of regulations of the Product Safety and Market
Surveillance Package.
Given that consumers generate as much as 56% of the GDP of the European Union, and thus in turn act
as an accelerator of the economic growth, the Eurobarometer data showing a decrease in confidence
of consumers in the safety of products sold in the EU is concerning and carries economic consequences.
Thus measures that ensure consumer’s safety are likely to entail economic benefits, as they enable a
sustained level of consumption. 123
Moreover, the analysed impact assessment indicates that coordination of cross-border enforcement of
measures resulting from "in the-field" market surveillance would contribute to the consistency of
protection of consumers and other users, improve the coherence of market surveillance practices
within the Member States. In turn, this enhancement can also reduce unfair competition by non-
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compliant economic operators. 124 Nevertheless, the provided solution might slightly increase the costs
of market surveillance authorities due to the necessity to answer the request for assistance by a
collaborator in the other Member States, but it might be compensated by its benefits.
Additionally, moderate economic effects are expected from the centralisation of EU market
surveillance in the area of non-food products. The establishment of general auditing system regularly
verifying the fulfilment of pre-established common performance indicators and a European Market
Surveillance Agency in the non-food area would entail significant costs connected with the
construction of coordination infrastructures (such as building and maintenance) and capacity.125 At this
point the estimations of these costs are impossible. No particular impact on the SMEs was indicated.
Finally, the alignment between the requirements of the consumer product safety with harmonised
product safety would result in a reduction of information-research costs, expenditures on legal advice
for economic operators and would eliminate the existing overlap between inconsistent requirements.
For market surveillance authorities, this would facilitate the enforcement measures directly at the
source of the risk which represents the most effective and the least discriminatory enforcement
approach. 126 However, these adjustments can have an impact in the form of a slight cost increase for a
limited group of producers. 127
The in-depth assessment of the Directive 2009/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of
18 June 2009 on the safety of toys has been provided as a case study, to illustrate the economic impact
of a regulation included in the Product Safety and Market Surveillance Package (see 4.2.4.1)

3.5.
A.

Directive on the safety of toys
Name and summary of legislative measure

Directive 2009/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 2009 on the safety of
toys. The directive focuses on improving the safety requirements for toys and improving enforcement
with a view of better functioning of the internal market. The core of the proposal comprises among
others safety requirements for chemicals in toys, more stringent safety related warnings/information
and a necessity of hazard/risk analysis prior to marketing. 128
B.

Available assessment studies

This subchapter is based on the following document:
● The impact assessment of the proposal for a directive of the European Parliament and of the
Council amending Directive 88/378/EEC on the safety of toys, European Commission, 2008a
C.

Key objective and barriers eliminated

The directive addresses a very specific group of consumers that are particularly vulnerable to potential
product faults or mischief. Children themselves lack an ability to make informed decisions, and parents
also frequently are unable to assess toy safety. Thus, the most important objective from the consumer
protection point of view is strengthening, completing, clarifying and modernising the safety
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requirements for toys in order to respond, in particular, to scientific progress, to market developments
and an increased awareness of health and safety issues. 129Those requirements relate to objective toys
characteristics (i.e. chemicals used, choking hazard or special treatment toys in food) and also about
necessary related information and marketing accompanying toys.
D.

Economic impact

As the directive is a modification and is building on the prior law, it is expected to improve efficiency,
reliability and transparency and to benefit all stakeholders. From the industry point of view, better
definitions, scope and responsibilities should reduce legal uncertainty and future cost, as some
potentially costly legal issues may never arise in the first place. As for international trade and
competitiveness of the EU toys sector effect are probably less obvious. On one hand, some industry
representatives were worried by the possibility of increased cost making the EU toy industry less
competitive (production of toys of different, inferior quality for extra-EU exports might not be cost
effective). On the other hand, some expected the directive would present an opportunity leading to
market growth, due to discouragement of low quality toys imports. 130 It should be underlined that the
most of toys sold on the EU market is imported thus the later is a valid point. The last effect can be
viewed in terms of providing a level playing field for market participants, thus inducing innovation,
development and investment.
On the consumer side, strengthening of essential safety requirements is likely to result in significant
public health and safety benefits, due to reduction of number of toy-related accidents. Another
important public health gain would relate to a ban of using certain chemicals that might migrate to
children, possibly creating a long term detriment to their health that is difficult to detect. 131 Such a
development leads to apparent negative effect for children affected and their families, but also to
public finance loss as part of the health care costs is borne by Member States. In our opinion it is worth
noting, that in case of the directive potential gains are extremely long lasting, as they would accrue
during all the remaining life of children.
Industry representatives pointed out that rules on chemicals may lead to job losses between 1200 and
3000 jobs. 132
The toy industry consists mostly of small and medium firms and these will be affected by the regulation.
In terms of administrative costs SMEs will bear the burden higher than that affecting larger companies.
Also SMEs were expecting higher manufacturing cost increases probably as a result of having less
opportunities of enjoying economies of scale. 133 The smaller companies may be also affected by
possible reduction of noncompliant toys import as they are frequently direct importers. We believe the
regulation being relatively less beneficial for the SMEs than for larger companies due to SMEs not being
able to harvest all its possible benefits while being affected by many of its costs.
We judge one positive economic impact of the directive as of particular importance. Consumers’
perceived safety and security related to toys is always crucial as potential harm is done to children.
However, it is also especially important in relation to purchases on distance and online, the part of sales
that have been developing explosively in the recent years. That mode of sale offers a limited possibility
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of personal inspection of toy characteristic, assuming it is possible at all for an ordinary consumer.
However existing right of return mitigates that to some extent, the problem doesn’t disappear fully (for
example in the case of toys of low individual value). Assurance that toy products bought online are safe
and of decent quality bolsters that channel of sales as it partly removes asymmetry of information
between a trader and a customer.

3.6.
A.

Mortgage credit directive
Name and summary of legislative measure

Directive 2014/17/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on credit agreements relating to
residential property. The legislation introduced rules for creditors and other institution engaged in the
residential lending process (such as credit intermediaries) with a view to create a fair single market for
mortgage products and protect consumers by preventing irresponsible borrowing. 134
B.

Available assessment studies

This subchapter bases on the following document:
● The impact assessment of the directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on credit
agreements relating to residential property, European Commission, 2011b
C.

Key objective and barriers eliminated

The directive set two major objectives, one referring to creation of effective and competitive single
market competitive Single Market for consumers, creditors and credit intermediaries with a high level
of consumer protection and the other being a promotion of financial stability through ensuring
responsible operation of various agents. The regulation introduced various documentation and
proceeding requirements for lenders and intermediaries related to residential mortgage. Those include
among others requirement to provide the standardised information sheet and annual rate of charge,
introduction of the reflection period and regulates advertisement, foreign currency mortgages and
assessment of creditworthiness.135 Those should improve consumer confidence and mobility, incite
cross-border activity of creditors and provide a level playing field for involved agents. 136
D.

Economic impact

One of the declared objectives of the regulation is improvement of the financial stability and an
important however unobservable economic effect of its introduction is in our opinion that of possibly
avoiding major economic perturbations. As events leading to the 2008 financial meltdown exemplify,
a lack of appropriate consumer protection allows both lenders and creditors to behave irresponsibly
with dire consequences not only for parties involved but potentially also for a financial system and
economy as a whole. Possible effects of such a wide conflagration are enormous. Even if the directive
only limits chances of it emerging and is only one of various preventive measures (for example playing
along with macro prudential regulations), its contribution to that field should be judged to be the
major economic benefit of its introduction. It is not possible to provide quantitative assessment of the
economic impact through this channel. However, calamitous implications of the 2008/2009 financial
crisis provide a rough indication of a likely magnitude of effects.
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According to the available study the regulation should provide a significant reduction of the consumer
detriment. That will result from improved consumer confidence possibly affecting positively credit and
by extension, economic activity. On the other hand the regulation by design imply a reduced possibility
of consumer purchasing unsuitable product which acts in opposite direction (apart from the fact of
aforementioned greater financial stability), thus the cumulative effect is unknown due to the difficulty
to model consumer behaviour. 137
The study provides some financial dimension for possible costs or benefits. The former accrue mostly
to lenders and credit intermediaries and are estimated to in range of €381-€619 ml. (one-off costs like
that of stuff training, IT systems, new procedures) and €266-€325 ml. (recurring costs mostly resulting
from compliance). Minor costs in low single digits for Member States were expected, amounting
between €1.8-€2.8 ml. of one-off costs and €2.4-€4.7 ml. of recurring costs. 138 This include the costs of
introducing new guidelines and their enforcement, as well as additional potential cost of establishing
a register. 139 Major beneficiaries of the directive are consumers and wider society resulting mostly from
lower number of defaults. Their monetary dimension was calculated to be between €1,272 and €1,931
ml, of which the most benefits ranging from €442-€553 ml. are generated by the requirement to warn
the borrower if the chosen credit product is not suitable to him/her. 140 According to the benefits of
creditors, they result mainly from the reduced costs of operating cross-border and increased consumer
confidence and demand. 141
Some other effects were expected yet not quantified. The regulation may reduce access to credit for
groups of borrowers, particularly those with low income. That reduced access should be perceived as
reduction of irresponsible lending and therefore would not represent a wider cost to society as it would
address the overextension of credit to certain borrowers who may not have been in a position to repay,
and would have incurred extra charges due to default penalties and higher interest rates. 142 In our
opinion, that argument is only partially true, since such vulnerable borrowers may be forced to migrate
to lenders not covered by the directive (such as unofficial lenders) and incur even higher cost as a result.
Some minor impact is expected to affect employees of the financial sectors due to changes in
remuneration policies. 143 No particular impact on SMEs was indicated.

3.7.
A.

RAPEX
Name and summary of legislative measure

The European Union Rapid Information System (RAPEX) has been established on the base of the Article
12 of Product Safety Directive. The system allows free exchange of compliance status, data and
infringement information within the Member States and the Commission on a wide variety of products
posing a threat to consumers’ health and safety or to different public interests.
The latest update of the directive guidelines on 9 November 2018, contained the development of new
tools and inclusion of operating arrangements, covering deadlines for the various steps of the
notification and follow-up notification procedures. 144
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B.

Available assessment studies

This subchapter is based on the following documents:
● Commission implementing the decision of 9.11.2018 laying down guidelines for the management
of the European Union Rapid Information System ‘RAPEX’ established under Article 12 of Directive
2001/95/EC on general product safety and its notification system, European Commission, 2018a
● Directive 2001/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 3 December 2001 on general
product safety, European Union, 2001
● The impact assessment accompanying the document Product Safety and Market Surveillance
Package A proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and the Council on consumer
product safety and a proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on
market surveillance for products, European Commission, 2013a
C.

Key objective and barriers eliminated

The emergence of RAPEX is connected with the need to eliminate from circulation or recall products,
which pose a risk to the health of consumers and to the public interests. Its main objective is the
exchange of information on risk assessment, test methods and results, recent scientific developments
as well as other aspects relevant for control activities in line with the establishment of joint surveillance
and testing projects. Apart from RAPEX provides an opportunity to exchange expertise and best
practices as well as for cooperation in training activities and to improve cooperation at the Community
level with regard to the tracing, withdrawal and recall of threatening products. 145
D.

Economic impact

According to the provided documents, there is no available quantitative evaluation of RAPEX
functionality. However, the studies indicate that only 44% of Member States comply fully with their
obligations under the RAPEX system to notify all measures taken which pose risk. Moreover, 28% of
Member States notify between 75 to 99% of measures, 5% between 50 and 75% and 14% notify less
than 50% of measures taken that they should have notified, which indicates system inefficiency.146 The
low impact of RAPEX may be due to its ambiguous criteria, too complex notification procedure and
lack of financial resources to follow-up the notifications. 147 Thus, it is declared that RAPEX procedure
will be simplified and transformed into a more cost-effective direction in parallel with a clearer followup obligation. 148 In turn, in the most ambitious scenario, the costs for national market surveillance
authorities and for the EU will decrease and effectiveness in tracking down unsafe products will be
improved. 149
The RAPEX system has been financed under the Directorate General for Health & Consumers, whose
operational budget is estimated at €3 ml. for 2014-2020.150
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4. FUTURE POTENTIAL OF CONSUMER PROTECTION IN THE EU
KEY FINDINGS
The analysis of individual regulations presented in the above sections indicated that the positive
economic impact in the form of, among others, job creation, increased consumer confidence and
reduction of costs for both consumers and producers, translates into monetary effects ranging
from €1.3 bn to €13.1, depending on the sector. To maintain and enforce further implementation,
appropriate measures are needed to facilitate subsequent evaluation and regulatory control.
A few areas requiring future legislative actions are proposed. The most important include the
following topics:
● redefining concepts of ‘consumer’ and ‘market’ in response to economic and societal trends
to make them ‘future proof’;
● addressing on-going technological developments such as the gig economy, emergence of
prosumers, sharing economy and blockchain, among those the issue of gig economy
seemingly having the widest impact;
● further attention to the digital economy in areas such as unpaid services, under-regulated
digital players moving into new fields or issues of digital security related to Internet-ofThings;
● possible risk arising from the Brexit process;
● a general recommendation for future actions aimed at improving certain aspects of
application and enforcement of existing laws and of future policy initiatives to extend
awareness of applicable law and thus expand its positive impact.
Suggestion of improvements of assessment and evaluation processes in the field of consumer
protection legislation are suggested with a view to better explain and uncover their positive
economic impact.
The provided analysis indicates that regulations related to consumer protection induced positive
economic effects that for selected sectors varied between €1.3 bn and €13.1 bn. These calculations
were based on the available data on i.a. number of new employees (net), average labour productivity
and sales volume. However, it is necessary to emphasise that the uneven quality of impact assessments
concerning specific regulations and associated lack of data, make calculations of the economic impact
challenging and only possible for a limited number of regulations. Thus, before moving to potential
initiatives falling directly into consumer policy field itself, we feel obliged to strongly underline a
necessity to develop a more robust analytical apparatus to study empirical economic effects of
consumer policy intervention. Currently most studies stop at calculating direct financial costs and
benefits for groups of stakeholders at best, which – taking into account weight of the issue – amounts
to mere bean counting. As far as wider economic effects are concerned, the best one can obtain is only
a theory based evaluation, with some worthy exceptions. Faced with growing populist tendencies that
exploit easy to indicate compliance costs and burdens and omit positive but not so easily observable
effects cry for a much more robust body of evidence supporting future policy decisions. Direct financial
costs are simply more obvious, while abstract economic benefits and harm that would have been
prevented stand no chance in comparison.
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Some simple improvements to the situation could be suggested.
● The most important aggregated financial effects should be provided (at minimum for
consumers and producers) allowing for inserting them into a typical economic model.
● At least qualitative information about expected impact on prices (including expected changes,
information about to whom the costs accrue) should be required.
● In the case of sectoral regulation a clear guideline providing context and allowing a comparison
of scale and a judgment of effects’ importance should be supplied.
● In the case of sectoral regulation more information on effects of diversion of sales/trade should
be provided. 151
A general recommendation for future actions relates to improving certain aspects of application and
enforcement of existing laws and of future policy initiatives. A common and recurring theme of limited
results compared to what could have been achieved resurface throughout the body of evidence.
Suboptimal performance results from two issues. A lack of knowledge of the consumer side of
applicable consumer rights resulting from legislative initiatives can partly be mitigated by explicit
provisions requiring active, well targeted information campaigns and securing financing for such an
endeavour. 152 That can be accomplished in at least two ways. One would target a potential consumer
by a wide dissemination of information across different communication channels. Another option
worth considering is placing an obligation on a seller to provide the consumer willing to make a
purchase (especially of big-ticket items or particularly complex products/services) with a simple
direction (for example in form of a link to Internet site) to concise information about applicable rights
presented by an official body or consumer organisation. 153
A second issue arising as a limiting factor for actual economic effects of policy initiatives is enforcement
and to a large extend monitoring of it. As stated before, consumers frequently lack knowledge of their
rights and awareness of producer or seller obligations. Therefore it is not rational to expect them to
monitor the law compliance notwithstanding the facts that as a party to transaction they are entitled
to do so. A need for explicit provision mandating third parties (i.e. consumer organisations) to police
the market should be considered in legislation related to consumer protection.
The ultrafast development of the market, its growing complexity and recent technological progress
have created a need for a careful reconsideration and possibly redefinition of two key concepts, that
of consumer and market. Especially in the case of the former, a notion of a natural person paying for
a product or service is largely outdated and one encompassing much wider relation is required. That
would also have a benefit of making definition ‘future proof’, encompassing yet unknown economic
relations falling outside of present definition scope. We believe those seemingly obvious notions to be
long due for reconsideration, as their increasingly widening gap with current economic and societal
trends opens a possibility of huge consumer abuses without actually infringing the law. We also think
the issue to be among the most important as to some degree it affects many of those described below.
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In this context the following developments should be mentioned both as source of inspiration and
potential areas for policy action.
● Gig economy. A fast growing and widely differentiated framework allowing natural persons
to provide services or paid labour to both companies and consumers poses a significant challenge
to both consumer protection and the labour law. A novel definition combining those two bodies of
law quickly becomes a necessity, also with a purpose of preventing exploitation of vulnerable
agents by platform providers enjoying excessive market power. We judge the issue to be the most
important to be tackled as it is scarcely regulated in terms of consumer protection and develops at
a staggering pace.
● Emergence of prosumers. A number of markets where a person is both making purchases and
providing goods or services is constantly growing and frequently regulated in an ad-hoc manner, if
at all. Relations between professional providers and occasional providers is particularly delicate
area. Relations between occasional providers and consumers also call for a scrutiny.
A valid and potentially disruptive case to the point is peer-to-peer lending.
● Development of sharing economy. Obligations and rights of various parties taking part in
a transaction or process require at least a basic definition. 154 That is especially important from
a perspective of smooth functioning of Single Market as more and more of this activity take a crossborder form.
● Blockchain. Rapid emergence of an innovative digital solution meandering between forms of
digital mean of payment, digital security (ICO) and a way of gambling has unsurprisingly met
regulators of all levels unguarded. Being by its very nature a cross-border activity, it has been so far
regulated by Member States in varying and frequently partial or even opposing way and requires
some supranational regulation. This area openly calls for an updated consumer definition. Clearly,
possibility of using blockchain as a mean of securing, monitoring and enforcement in businessconsumer relations also requires scrutiny. Finally, possible criminal use of the technology is also a
concern.
The last issue is just one of the areas of potential activity related to protection of digital consumers as
growing and constantly evolving as part of our lives move online. Urgent action, in spite of recent
initiatives specifically related to data portability and protection, is needed in the field of unpaid services
provided in ‘service for data’ model, with particular attention placed on smartphone apps and ways
those gather and transfer user data. That field is ripe for action to avoid collision between rights and
obligations of both users and platforms (i. e. policing social networks and removing/propagating user
input). Another forceful trend requiring attention from the consumer protection perspective
is encroaching of digital companies into various new spheres, where they are not necessary covered
by or applying the laws that are binding for traditional incumbents. Finally, issues of digital security
increases along with the approaching Internet-of-Things era.
Attention is required due to the impending Brexit process. As a result of its pressing timetable and
messy negotiation process (both intra UK and UK – EU), some fundamental issues remain unsolved and
consumer policy issues can easily fall victim to more critical issues. This concerns both how consumers
rights and producers/providers obligations related to transaction prior to Brexit will be affected and
which law will be applied to future transactions. 155 However, at this stage a bit of patience should be
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advised until the ultimate form of Brexit takes shape, as its various scenarios entail different risks for
consumers.
Finally, as most of acts analysed in the report are relatively new or not enacted yet, a degree of vigilance
to their possible harmful impact (both resulting from their intended characteristics and unanticipated
ones) could be advised. Some of those were described in more detail in parts of the report dedicated
to individual acts, but it’s essential to mention again those of particular importance.
● Impact of various acts affecting digital trade on traditional sales channel, especially in-store
employment.
● Clearly, as some regulation require considerable costs of compliance, those should be monitored,
especially in case of industries capable of transferring them to consumers.
● In case of directive on toys possibility of negative effects on competitiveness on extra-EU markets is
an issue and industry representatives pointed out that rules on chemicals may lead to job losses
between 1200 and 3000 jobs.
● The mortgage credit directive may reduce access to credit for groups of borrowers, particularly
those with low income, as a result those could be forced to turn to unofficial lenders.
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The following in-depth analysis explores economic benefits of policy achievements related to
European Consumer Protection. Theoretical background indicates that measures aimed at
improving consumer protection should provide mostly positive wider economic impact. Analysed
studies related to EU legislation provide numerous evidence that it is the case indeed, however
frequently lack quantification of effects. Some areas open for additional intervention are suggested
in the study.
The study was requested by the European Parliament’s Committee on Internal Market and
Consumer Protection (IMCO).
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